Abstract. Constructing a virtual backbone network can efficiently concentrate most routing and forwarding operations of whole network into several dominating nodes in the virtual backbone sub-net, which is recently developing into an attracted candidate solution for the architectures of terrestrial mobile ad hoc networks. In a flying ad hoc network (FANET), however, high dynamics of nodes and scenarios produce considerably large challenges on the topology control and maintenance due to rapidly timevarying property of topology. In this paper, therefore, we proposed a link prediction-based minimal connected dominating set (MCDS) dependent topology control mechanism to achieve efficient maintenances of connectivity in the network. In particular, the proposed algorithm could provide a stable and effective virtual backbone sub-net in a fast changing topology of FANET, by flexibly scheduling multiple MCDS with a very efficient method. The simulation results shows that, compared with typical single CDS method, the proposed algorithm presents excellent performances in obviously dynamic environments with respect to fewer update times and higher rate of successful updates.
Introduction
Typically, a flying ad hoc network (FANET) [1] [2] is a self-organizing dynamic network system, which is composed of multiple unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) nodes in the absence of infrastructure or central control entity. In the network, each node plays the role of a host and a router at the same time. In many complex flight scenarios, such as obstacles avoidance and low-altitude surveillance, which result in a frequently intermittent connectivity of direct communication due to quite a lot of types of clutters, also determine the multi-hop scheme as a main approach of inter-node communication.
With the increasing nodes in FANET, however, multi-hop communications between nodes will cause a lot of communication overheads by allowing considerable relaying operations. In these years, a generally exploited method by constructing a virtual backbone network is proposed for mobile ad hoc network (MANET), which can forward data with reduced energy consumption and prolonged network lifetime in a stably global connectivity in a slightly dynamic environment. In particular, currently, a minimum connected dominating set (MCDS) [3] is wildly used for effectively constructing a virtual backbone network (VBN) in MANET. In a FANET, however, relative motion with high speed and fast changing scenarios between nodes, far beyond complicated more than general MANETs, produce considerably large challenges on the construction and maintenance of a VBN due to rapidly time-varying property of topology. For example, a fixed connected dominating set could not ensure permanent connectivity of VBN since partial nodes in the CDS may be failed due to exhausted energy or disrupted link. Therefore, constructing an effective CDS should have the following requirements. Firstly, the number of nodes in the CDS is as small as possible. Besides, once a CDS is required to be updated or rebuilt, nodes as few as possible should be replaced for prolonging network lifetime.
In this paper, we propose a connected dominating partition (CDP) [4] [5] -based VBN construction algorithm, which could effectively maintain connectivity of VBN even with a time-varying topology, such as a swarming mode of FANET. In particular, the proposed algorithm designed a periodically planning mechanism by scheduling multiple CDSs calculated in prior by the algorithm according to the current status of topology. Compared with a single CDS method, the proposed algorithm could maintain much stable connectivity of VBN in dynamic scenarios with obviously reduced overheads in term of the amounts of replaced nodes.
Problem formulation

Mobility model
In this paper, we adopt a boid [6] -based mobility model(SYN-boid) to describe the motional property of one FANET node, which presents a typical behavior of a UAV swarming team. In a boid model, each node is moving in a random state at the initial stage. During the flight, each node will make motion by exchanging a certain quantity of information with each other with the following typical rules:
Cohesion rules. Node moves towards the centre of its neighbour nodes. Separation rules. Node moves by avoiding collisions between nearby neighbours. Alignment rules. Node matches the velocity with its neighbours. Due to the limited field of view for individual node, it can only move towards the calculated direction through the three rules. In order to avoid flight confusions with extra adjustment costs, nodes can compare the directions of neighbors with themselves when calculating the flight direction. Therefore, we introduce a parameter ࠀༀ into the velocity calculation to describe the synchronization degree of the i th individual neighbor node.
where
. It represents synchronization degree of individual node, within a range between 0 to 1. In particular, a large value of ࠀༀ means a better synchronization. When all the neighbor nodes in a certain node's communication radius move in the same motion, the value of ࠀༀ of this node equals to 1.
Network Model
Define a FANET of swarming UAV system as an un-directional graph, which is represented by   Figure 1 . c) Both CDS and MCDS problems are NP-Complete problems [7] .
Since two problems above cannot be solved in polynomial time, therefore, we employ an approximated solution to find the minimum connected dominated sets. The symbols deployed in the algorithm are shown in Table 1 . 
CDS CDS
Problem Definition
Given a directed graph of ( , )
G V E , we attempt to build a backbone network with less nodes and maintain it with less update times. In the construction phase, we adapt a MST_CDS [8] algorithm to get the backbone, which has been proved to have the shortest path. In the maintenance phase, we should detect the changes of the graph at every time interval of  . When a topology change is detected, the current CDS needs to be updated. We hope that the update will be completed in a short time. Here, we define a total update time cost _ cos t T as the total numbers of updates over a successive of snapshots:
_ 0 will be updated ( ) 1 won't be updated is one important metric of the algorithm performance, namely, the total update cost.
Algorithm description
Multi-MCDS construction
In a FANET network, in order to maintain network connectivity, a general approach is to find those smaller connected dominating sets with corresponding maintenance algorithms.
In this paper, we use a distributed minimum spanning tree algorithm to traverse the connected dominating set, as shown in Algorithm 1. For example, we chose 40 random nodes to generate a MCDS, shown in Figure 2 . Considering effective degree and energy of nodes, we define a weight of nodes. For a node i v , its corresponding weight is 
5:
Finding set
If (number of nodes in set U equal to 1) //the only node in U is 1 u 7:
else let arg max( ( )), 1:
Delete u and v 14: end if 15: end for
Multi-MCDS schedule
In the second phase, we find a group of MCDSs based on MST_CDS, which is denoted by 
Typically, the current CDS needs to be updated under the following conditions. . In this case, the network topology have changes greatly, then CDS construction algorithm will be used for re-searching cds S until there are no CDSs in the graph. 17:
Simulation results
In order to evaluate the performance of the Multi-MCDS Scheduling algorithm, we make comparative groups of numerical simulations with respects to nodes update overheads and successful update rate, with a typical maintenance algorithm based on single CDS. In the simulations, the parameters of which are shown in Table 2 . As shown in Figure 4 (a), with the increasing nodes, the typical CDS algorithm takes higher update time cost than the proposed Multi-MCDS algorithm. It can be easily seen that, the total update time cost of the proposed algorithm is significantly lower than typical CDS algorithm. In particular, the results show that the increase of moving velocity will result in a slight rise of update time cost, especially in the environment of more nodes.
For comparisons, we choose two groups of communication ranges of Rc=90 and Rc=110 during 120 time slots. As shown in Figure 4(b) , the increase of communication range Rc can obviously decrease the update time cost of the network in the typical algorithm. It is mainly because larger Rc increases the amounts of available links in the graph. We found that in Figure 5 (a), the simulation under Rc=75 performs differently with others. Especially, its successful updates rate increases a lot after decreasing Rc. It is mainly because the synchronization components of node i v under the SYN-boid model develops smaller with the decrease of Rc until its neighbors move synchronously.
In Figure 5 (b), it is obviously indicated that the proposed algorithm has a better performance of successful updates rate. With the increase of Rc, the network will get a higher successful updates rate, which is almost equal to 1 by using the proposed algorithm.
Conclusion
In this paper, we proposed a multi-MCDS algorithm to construct and maintain virtual backbone network by scheduling multi CDSs in the network. The simulations results show that, compared with the typical CDS construction and maintenance(TCCM) algorithm, the update times of nodes of the proposed algorithm is much less than TCCM, and the successful update rate is higher than TCCM with the increase of number of nodes in the network.
